FREITAG COLOUR CATEGORIES
Dividing the colours into categories provides you with a non-binding orientation.
Our interest in your lorry curtains depends on their colour and design.
Send us pictures of the available curtains to tarps@freitag.ch.

CATEGORY A: YES, DEFINITELY!
The colours in Category A are very popular at FREITAG. That’s why we pay the most for used
lorry curtains in these colours, doesn’t matter if plain or with design.

Dark red

Pink

Violet

Dark grey

Black

Industrial
green

Green

Dark green

Olive

Brown

CATEGORY B: YES, PLEASE!
The colours in Category B are less desirable because they are easier to find on the street. For this
reason, the price we pay for these colours is lower than for colours in Category A.

White

Beige

Red

Light green

Light blue

Dark blue

Light grey

Blue without yellow design

Digital printing

CATEGORY C: AT THE MOMENT NOT REQUESTED
We currently have an overstock of curtains in Category C-colours. However, we’ll take them just in case.

Silver

Yellow

Orange

Blue with yellow design

HOW SHOULD I SEND THE CURTAINS?
HOW SHOULD THE CURTAINS BE PACKED?
In order to make handling the pallets easier, we ask you to strap the curtains well, preferably
with belts or bands on one or more EPAL pallets (80 × 120 cm, max. 600 kg per pallet).
If you stack the curtains neatly, you can fit up to five curtains on one EPAL pallet. We have
provided some examples of well-packed and not-so-well-packed pallets below.
We receive several deliveries daily, so it is important that your name is marked visibly on
each pallet.

YES! GOOD ONE! THAT’S IT!

Folded variation: The curtains are folded, stacked on top of
one another and strapped with tension belts. This makes the
load stable and enables it to be transported easily.

Rolled variation: The curtains are rolled, stacked on top of
each other and strapped with tension belts. This makes the
load stable and enables it to be transported easily.

NO! THAT’S NOT IT! PREFERABLY NOT, PLEASE!

Too many curtains are packed sloppily on top of each other
and are strapped poorly. In addition, the pallet is very worn.
This load is unstable and difficult to transport.

Too many curtains are packed sloppily on top of each other
and are strapped poorly. In addition, standard pallets were
not used. This load is unstable and difficult to transport.

